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Trust the Neighbors
An Introduction to Community-Based Planning
Presented by Paul Conte
TrustTheNeighbors.org
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Perspectives from the community

Video presentation …
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Can’t we just leave it to others?
 Images of permissible commercial development under proposed

South Willamette Special Area Zone …

Southeast corner of Willamette Street and East 26th Avenue
(The Skopil’s Cleaners lot and lot to the south)

 Seven-story building is 30 feet to the west of single-family residences’
backyards.

 Would not be permitted under current zoning.
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Unlawful zoning north of 29th Avenue
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Unlawful zoning south of 29th Avenue
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What we’ll cover
• What “community-based planning” means in practical terms

• The foundational ethics and principles of community-based planning

• Basic organizational requirements for community-based planning

• Basic process requirements for community-based planning

• Key documents in a community-based plan

• The typical arguments against community-based planning and how to counter them

• How to mitigate the risks that arise during community-based planning

• Oregon’s Goal One – Citizen Involvement and what that means for you and
your neighbors

• The “refinement plan” – Oregon’s statutory form of community-based plan

• Applying community-based planning to the South Willamette Street area and
other “organic” neighborhoods

• How community-based planning fits into regional planning and “Envision Eugene”Copyright © 2016 Paul Conte, All Rights Reserved



What “community-based planning”
means in practical terms

Community members “drive the bus”
 Organize and oversee the planning process

 Produce at least the initial work products
(e.g. a “draft refinement plan”)

 “Community members”
 The individuals and organizations who will potentially be directly and significantly

affected by the outcome of the planning process

 Example: Land use and development policies that apply to a specific area –
Community members are individuals and organizations who live, work, run a
business, own property, in the area and who would be directly and significantly
affected by the policies.
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What are the benefits of “community-
based” planning?
 Much lower risk of “building the wrong thing”
 Community members know far more about what matters to the community

and the unique “ecosystem” and cultural elements of their own community.
 When community members have responsibility and accountability, there is

typically much higher engagement and less cynicism.
 Is community-based planning perfect? Foolproof? Easy?  … No!
 However, as Winston Churchill observed:

“It has been said that democracy is the worst form of Government, except
for all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.”
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Alternative planning approaches
 Led by subject-area experts (e.g., transportation engineers and planners)

 E.g., Eugene-Springfield Transportation Plan

 Led by “process consultants”
 E.g., West Eugene Collaborative (WEC), facilitated by Oregon Consensus

 Led by staff & consultants, with very strong direction by a team of
civic/business/political leaders appointed by elected officials
 E.g., EWEB Master Plan / Citizen Advisory Committee appointed by EWEB Board

 Community-based planning fits when there’s a clearly identified
“community.” Neighborhoods are perhaps the clearest example.
 Note by “neighborhood,” I mean in the informal sense here;

not just the city-chartered neighborhood organizations.
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Considering “community members”
 Who is a “community member” for meetings, “community votes,” etc.?

IMPORTANT! In a few minutes, we’ll discuss which community members may be the
better choices to appoint to a Planning Team.

 In principle:
a) Likely to be directly & significantly affected by the outcome of the planning process.

b) Has bonds and shared “stake” with other community members.
IMHO, the owner of a strip mine is not typically a “community member,” even though he meets “(a)”.

 For a “neighborhood community”:
 Within defined political boundary, e.g., a city-chartered neighborhood organization; OR

 Within some reasonable boundaries based on the planning scope.
 For example, city staff has proposed a new zone for an ad hoc area called the “South Willamette

[Street] Area.” The rationale for the boundaries appears to have been based on the end-points of
the commercial development north and south of 29th Ave. and a couple blocks to either side, with
some nearby “chunks” (e.g., Willard School) added in for various reasons.

It’s questionable whether the SW-SAZ is either a “natural” “neighborhood” or is even a good
pragmatic choice for plans to encourage mixed-use development on a transit corridor.
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“Community member” criteria
 The typical “membership” criteria for city-chartered neighborhood

organizations require a “member” to be at least 18 years old and one or
more of the following:
 Resident

 Property owner

 Principal of a business, organization or institution

 Generally, each person who qualifies as a “member” has a single vote,
irrespective of the various ways they might meet the criteria.

 This is a pretty good pragmatic starting point for any local, “neighborhood
community” planning process.

 Of course, there’s plenty of room for discussion about voting by non-resident
property and business owners, college students, youth (under 18), etc.
 TIP: When it comes to voting, some objectives are better addressed by other

governance provisions than “membership.” E.g., participation in meetings.
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The foundational ethics and principles
of community-based planning

 Good planning is fundamentally about people and community, not buildings
and streets, and should focus on the social, environmental and economic
well-being of the most-affected community members.

 Strong, just cities cannot be built on neighborhood communities that can
have their stability ripped away by more powerful political forces.
 Planners should carefully study the social injustices wreaked by “urban renewal”

 The bar should be very high for imposing changes in zoning or other land use
and development regulations that would have significant impacts without
broad agreement by the community members, particularly residents.

 This principle upholds the implicit contract by which citizens of a larger
community, such as a city, have agreed to protect the respective
neighborhoods in which they have chosen to live.

 This principle protects the expectations of neighborhood residents when they
make a social and financial commitment to a neighborhood community.

READING: Zoning To Protect The Neighborhood Commons in “ZONING: A REPLY TO THE CRITICS” by
Bradley C. Karkkainen, Copyright © 1994 Journal of Land Use & Environmental Law
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The foundational ethics and principles
of community-based planning
 Obvious points …

 Community-based – or any other approach to planning – cannot ethically
deprive people of their civil rights or conflict with the law.

 Some exceptional cases may ethically justify imposing disruptive changes on
established neighborhood communities, but …

 Maybe not so obvious points …
 “Preventing sprawl” is not an ethical (or evidence-based) justification to

destabilize or degrade any established neighborhood.

 Our larger community has clearly expressed that principle, right?

Envision Eugene Pillar “Protect, Repair & Enhance Neighborhood Livability”

 Additional housing can produce benefits for some (perhaps many) established
neighborhood communities. Trust the neighbors to know how to discover where
and how that can happen. “Opportunity Siting” is one of ways to do it.
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Basic organizational requirements for
community-based planning
 A chartered “Planning Team” (or some other name)

 A group of 5 to 20 members who control the process and produce the “plan” or
other work product(s).

 A charter, e.g., from City Council, establishing purpose, membership, scope, etc.

 Bylaws or other “operational rules” by which the team will function

 Data gathering and analysis support
 Access to professional resources (e.g., legal, planning, transportation,

economic, etc.)
 Logistical support (meeting facilities, printing & mailing, etc.)
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Identifying planning team candidates
 A “community member” (discussed earlier)
 Active presence in the area

The key is an active presence through which the individual has a reasonable opportunity to
develop relationships with other community members and an understanding of the
community’s character and culture.
 Many (but not all) resident homeowners fall in this category
 Many renters who aren’t transient, do, as well.
 Transient renters are less likely have developed the bonds or understanding of the

community (e.g., out-of-area college students, workers who live elsewhere and are
renting for the duration of a construction project, etc.)
Whoa! Does this mean students should be excluded? Definitely not!
The point is to judge a person’s suitability based on the degree to which he or she has
developed understanding of, and bonds with, other members of the community.

 On-site principals of a business, organization or institution are often good candidates.
 What about business owners who rarely are on site? May not be good candidates – why

not appoint a business owner who is actively engaged in the neighborhood?
 What about rental property owners who don’t live in the neighborhood? May not be good

candidates – why not appoint a rental property owner who lives in the neighborhood?Copyright © 2016 Paul Conte, All Rights Reserved



Basic process requirements for
community-based planning
 Planning to plan: Initial scope, organization, timeframe, etc.
 Establishing strong, active communication links with the individual members of

the community
 Strengthening community members’ capacity through education & experience
 Fact-gathering & Analysis
 Refining scope & establishing the framework for the work products
 Iterating the following activities:

 Building sufficient knowledge
 Making choices & producing work products
 Validating choices
 Evaluating and adapting methods

 Consolidating work products
 Validating & revising consolidated work products
 Producing final work productsCopyright © 2016 Paul Conte, All Rights Reserved



The secret to neighbor participation
 Work on outcomes that matter:

 YES! Plan policies
 YES! Land use code
 YES! Funding proposals
 NO! Purely aspirational statements
 NO! Pretty drawings depicting only “intended” development
 NO! “Decisions” with staff that have no concrete effect

 Ensure participation can change the outcome
 YES! Adequate knowledge to be effective
 YES! Adequate ways and the time to express complexity, adjust the process, etc.
 YES! Protect against subversion by parties not acting in good faith
 NO! Superficial “table exercises”
 NO! Misuse of “dot voting”
 NO! Meetings with 45 minute presentation, then 45 minute “input”
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Key documents for community-based
planning
 Contact lists for community members (protect confidentiality)
 Assessment (e.g., by survey), identification and prioritization of:

 Community concerns

 Community aspirations

 Map(s) of the plan area boundaries and relevant features and attributes
 Tax Lot spreadsheet (or database)
 Demographic distributions
 Citizen engagement plan and records
 Enumeration and descriptions of:

 Essential positive elements of the “neighborhood character”

 Significant negative impacts from incompatible development or activities
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Arguments against community-based
planning and how to counter them

#1 – The planning team will run amok … oppose all change … be “NIMBYs.”
The “charter” makes clear that what a planning team produces (e.g., a draft
plan) would have no effect unless adopted by elected officials. Planning teams
operate with that awareness.

#2 – Ordinary citizens don’t have the required planning skills.
Numerous planning teams in Eugene have produced excellent draft plans with a
modest amount of help from a professional planner.

#3 – A planning team won’t be “representative” of all neighborhood members.
Neither would be a team that comprised staff, experts and/or consultants.

But planning team members at least know their neighborhood & many of
their neighbors. Plus, they’re in the neighborhood where they can be engaged
and held accountable by the other neighbors.

Most importantly, neighborhood members are more “in-tune” with how to
engage their neighbors. The successful results of Eugene’s planning teams
demonstrates that fact.
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How to mitigate the risks
• Initiate a collaborative project

Forge a resilient, collaborative relationship among
neighborhood leaders

• Establish a formal City mechanism to accomplish goals
Get the City Council to initiate a refinement plan process

• Involve all stakeholders who are committed to the
well-being of the neighborhood community

Use a broad community-based process – Create “Circles of Involvement and Trust”

• Sit in living rooms, have picnics, take walks & talk about
concerns and aspirations

Pre-planned meetings aren’t enough!

• Ensure community members do lots of the leg work
Produce high-quality quantitative and qualitative data and analysis

• Position for success with elected officials
Get overwhelming support from the community before going to Council
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Circles of involvement, knowledge & trust

Rely on
Knowledge

Determine

Approve
Rely on

Trust

Less Involved

More Involved
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Key lessons and advice
• Remember the 3 C’s.”

Make sure your actions are: Constructive, Coherent and
Cohesive.

• Pursue an “All-In” strategy
Strive to create such an exceptional and well-supported
proposal that you get all elected officials to “buy in,”
not just one faction.

• Organize educational “walking tours”
Provide stakeholders and decision makers a first-hand
experience of your community and the issues it faces.

• Use visual tools extensively
Aid stakeholders’ and decision makers’ understanding of
current conditions and new proposals.
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Oregon’s Statewide Planning Goals
 Goal 1  Citizen Involvement
 Goal 2  Land Use Planning
 Goal 3  Agricultural Lands
 Goal 4  Forest Lands
 Goal 5  Natural Resources, Scenic and

Historic Areas, and Open Spaces
 Goal 6  Air, Water & Land Resources

Quality
 Goal 7  Areas Subject to Natural

Hazards
 Goal 8  Recreational Needs
 Goal 9 Economic Development

 Goal 10  Housing
 Goal 11  Public Facilities and

Services
 Goal 12  Transportation
 Goal 13  Energy Conservation
 Goal 14 Urbanization
 Goal 15  Willamette River

Greenway
 Goal 16  Estuarine Resources
 Goal 17  Coastal Shorelands
 Goal 18  Beaches and Dunes
 Goal 19  Ocean Resources
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Oregon’s Goal 1– Citizen Involvement &
its meaning for you and your neighbors
 To develop a citizen involvement program that insures the opportunity

for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.
 Citizens shall have the opportunity to be involved in … Preparation of Plans

and Implementation Measures ...

 [Ensure] information necessary to reach policy decisions shall be available
in a simplified, understandable form.

 The general public … should have the opportunity to be involved in
inventorying, recording, mapping, describing, analyzing and evaluating
the elements necessary for the development of the plans.

 The general public … should have the opportunity to … identify public
goals [&] develop policy guidelines …

 [F]unding and human resources … should be sufficient to make citizen
involvement an integral part of the planning process.

www.oregon.gov/LCD/docs/goals/goal01.pdf
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Oregon’s Goal 1– Citizen Involvement &
its meaning for you and your neighbors
 CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC).

“A group of citizens organized to help develop and maintain a
comprehensive plan and its land use regulations. Local governments
usually establish one such group for each neighborhood in a ... CACs may
also be known as neighborhood planning organizations, area advisory
committees, or other local terms. CACs convey their advice and concerns
on planning issues to the planning commission or governing body.”

 The “Planning Teams” that produced most of Eugene’s “Neighborhood
Refinement Plans” were “CACs.”
 Groups of citizens for and of the neighborhood

 Developed draft Neighborhood Refinement Plans

 Conveyed the draft Neighborhood Refinement Plans directly to the Eugene
Planning Commission and City Council – not to the City Planning Division.
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“Refinement plan” – Oregon’s statutory
form of community-based plan
“The existing Whiteaker Neighborhood plan is 15 years old. We need to update
the plan to ensure that it reflects the current needs and desires of the
community. We need to rekindle a collective vision for the neighborhood and
provide a chance for new ideas to emerge to solve key issues. The City will
provide the necessary tools to create the plan while community members
provide the energy and direction.”

City Councilor Shawn Boles, address to the Whiteaker Planning Team,
September 1992 (Whiteaker Plan, page 1)

 Refinement Plan policies are written in “normal language” and are legally
binding on the City.

For example: “Within the Willamazon Subarea, the City shall not approve
rezoning of residential properties to non-residential zones.”
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Eugene Refinement Plans (partial list)
 Bethel-Danebo Refinement Plan
 Fairmount/U of O Special Area Study
 Jefferson/Far West Refinement Plan
 Laurel Hill Plan
 South Hills Study
 South Willamette Subarea Study
 Walnut Station Specific Area Plan
 West University Refinement Plan
 Westside Neighborhood Plan
 Whiteaker Plan
 Willakenzie Area Plan
 Willow Creek Special Area Study
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Legal planning hierarchy
The “takeaway”

Plan Policies Rule!
Eugene zoning code cannot
conflict with policies in any

of the plans in the
Comprehensive Plan.

Oregon Revised
Statutes

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Statewide
Planning Goals

Eugene-
Springfield Metro

Plan

Functional
Refinement Plans

e.g., TransPlan

Neighborhood
Refinement Plans

Special Area
Refinement Plans

Eugene Land Use Code
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Metro Plan Diagram – Land Uses
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Neighborhood Refinement Plan Adoption
In simple terms, the legal process involves these steps:
 City Council approves a work plan to develop a refinement plan
 A Planning Team is appointed
 The Planning Team creates a draft plan through a community process
 The encompassing city-chartered neighborhood organization(s) review and

revise the draft plan
 The draft plan goes to the Planning Commission for public review and a

public hearing according to State and local regulations
 The Planning Commission sendd a recommendation to City Council
 The plan undergoes public review and public hearing before City Council
 The City Council adopts the plan
 The plan is reviewed and acknowledgement by the State Department of

Land Conservation and Development (DLCD)
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Refinement plan elements
Here are definitions that are enumerated in the Metro Plan:
 Goal – “A broad statement of philosophy that describes the hopes of a

community for its future. A goal may never be completely attainable but is
used as a point towards which to strive.”

 Objective – “An attainable target that the community attempts to reach in
striving to meet a goal. An objective may also be considered as an
intermediate point that will help fulfill the overall goal.”

 Policy – “A statement adopted as part of the Metro Plan or other plans to
provide a specific course of action moving the community toward
attainment of its goals.”
 Policies are legally binding on the City

 Plan Diagram – Depicts allowed land uses that have the same legal status
as policies.

 Finding – “Factual statement resulting from investigations, analysis, or
observation.”
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Westside Neighborhood
Plan January 1987

Let’s take a quick look inside …
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Willakenzie Refinement Plan
Diagram with subareas
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Applying community-based planning
to the South Willamette Street area and
other “organic” neighborhoods
 The “south Willamette Street” area is not a city-chartered neighborhood

organization and has no formal definition. (See map on next slide.)
 It’s probably safe to say that some residents and businesses in the Friendly Area

Neighbors (FAN), Southwest Neighborhood Association (SHiNA) and Southeast
Neighbors (SEN) around the intersection of Willamette Street and 29th Avenue
would consider themselves members of a loosely-defined, informal “south
Willamette Street” neighborhood community.

 A refinement plan that covered only an area entirely within the FAN
neighborhood would be a “Neighborhood Refinement Plan.”

 A refinement plan that covered areas within two or more of the chartered
neighborhood organizations would be a “Special Area Refinement Plan.”

 In either case, the same basic approach could be used …
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South Willamette
Street Area
(loosely)
Disclaimer
 Not same as SW-SAZ
 Not a proposed plan area
 Not a proposed area for

code changes
The outlined area is very
loosely and widely drawn.
Something like this might be a
starting point for a community-
based process that would later
recommend the specific
boundary of a “Special Area
Refinement Plan” and smaller
and unique “subareas.”
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Possible steps for a refinement plan
 The newly formed Council of South Eugene Neighborhoods (CSEN) would develop

(possibly through a committee) a recommendation for:
 A proposed initial scope for a refinement plan
 The composition and appointment of a Planning Team

 The CSEN neighborhood organizations would approve (possibly after revisions) a
recommendation and present to City Council.

 City Council would direct the City Manager to support the Planning Team and the
development by them of a draft refinement plan.

 The Planning Team would be appointed and organize itself.
 The community process would ensue and result in a draft refinement plan.
 This draft might be “cycled” and revised with the 12 CSEN representatives.
 The CSEN neighborhood organizations would each approve (possibly with

recommendations for further revisions) the draft.
 The draft and any recommended revisions would be transmitted to the Eugene Planning

Commission to begin the statutory public review and adoption process.
 Ultimately, City Council would adopt a final version of the “South Willamette Street Special

Area Plan.”
 Depending on the plan policies, a process to develop and adopt code amendments

might follow – governed by the adopted plan policies.
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How community-based planning fits into
regional planning and “Envision Eugene”
 The Comprehensive Plan is the main legally-binding regional plan, and (as

shown on an earlier slide) all adopted refinement plans become a part of the
Comprehensive Plan.

 Envision Eugene is not yet an adopted plan, but would probably include some
amendments to the Eugene-Springfield Metro Plan.
 Depending on timing, the plan diagrams for the Metro Plan and an SWS-SAP would

have to be consistent. If necessary, concurrent plan amendments to both plans
would be adopted to resolve any conflicts.

 If the City Council were to approve an SWS-SAP, it’s unlikely the council would later
adopt Metro Plan amendments that would “undo” the SWS-SAP plan policies.

 The City is required by State law to have a credible plan to provide enough
land for the housing needed for the projected additional residents over the next
twenty years.
 Information is lacking on whether or not the current version of Envision Eugene relies

on significant additional density in the south Willamette Street area.
 In any case, my fallible “crystal ball” suggests that the council would expect any

SWS-SAP to have policies that would allow and promote additional housing.
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Housing strategies
 There are two primary housing strategies relevant to the south Willamette

Street area:
 Mixed-Used Development & Redevelopment along the Willamette Street “transit

corridor”

 Opportunity Siting

 Both of these strategies are based on the Envision Eugene “neighborhood
livability” pillar to “Protect, Repair and Enhance Neighborhood Livability.”

 Both of these strategies not only require, but would be much more effective,
through a community-based process to adopt a refinement plan with
enforceable, guiding policies and pragmatic implementation
recommendations.
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Mixed‐Use, New- and Re-Development along
Transit Corridors and in the Downtown Area
Recommendations from the Envision Eugene Community Resource Group:
1. Plan a network of high-capacity, multi-modal transit corridors for Eugene. Create a list of the streets and their

extents which are considered transit corridors desirable for mixed-use development.  Include a process for adding
or removing street segments from that list.

2. Plan for gradual development and redevelopment to create high‐quality, economically-viable, multiple-use
centers (including mixed-use buildings, where appropriate) within roughly one quarter to one half mile of
identified transit corridors and within the downtown commercial area.

3. A primary purpose of this strategy is to achieve increased residential density while protecting and enhancing
neighborhood livability. To that purpose, the development of multiple-use centers shall be consistent with the
goals adopted by the Infill Compatibility Standards Task Team.

4. These multiple-use centers should foster active, walkable community living by providing a mix of residential,
commercial, retail, and public uses in close proximity to one another – in many cases within a single building. (This
type of development is often referred to as “Transit-Oriented Development”.)

5. These multiple-use centers should be clustered in discrete locations along transit corridors to facilitate distinct
neighborhood identity and to avoid creating long strip developments. Additionally, each corridor has unique
characteristics and should be given localized consideration and treatment in planning and, as necessary, in the
land use code.

6. Focus attention on areas where success is most likely.
7. Development should embrace the unique character of the encompassing area, and endeavor to enhance the

quality and livability of existing and new neighborhoods.  Where appropriate, create transition zones between
mixed-use development areas and adjacent neighborhoods. Respect the character and scale of existing low-
density neighborhoods.

8. These new multiple-use centers should provide ample, active open space and gathering areas for community
interaction.Copyright © 2016 Paul Conte, All Rights Reserved



Mixed‐Use, New- and Re-Development along
Transit Corridors and in the Downtown Area
Recommendations:
9. Develop with a texture of building types, sizes, and local character.

10. Mixed-use buildings can play a key role in adding vibrancy and density to multiple-use centers and in transitioning
to lower-density residential areas.

11. Encourage a variety of housing types, sizes, configurations, and affordability to facilitate diverse ownership and
rental options.

12. Expand and improve walking and bicycling infrastructure to fill gaps and provide safe and convenient
connections within and between the transit corridor, the transit-oriented development, and the neighborhoods
close to the corridor.

13. Consider parking and traffic implications of proposed development patterns.
14. Consider design standards to better define the public realm and promote quality. Development standards should

allow for a range of development proposals, with density ranges set at reasonable levels to allow for flexible
growth over the coming years without being overly prescriptive.

15. Mixed-use development projects are more likely to occur with public sector participation.  One form of public
sector participation is enhancing infrastructure to support mixed-use development (an example is to improve the
pedestrian character of Willamette Street from 24th Avenue to 30th Avenue).  Another form of public sector
participation is to facilitate development via incentives for developers.

16. Educate, provide incentives, and reduce unnecessary obstacles, so developers will embrace this theme.

17. Continually evaluate previous multiple-use center efforts to inform us of lessons learned.

18. When adopting Metro Plan amendments, rely only on those assumptions for projected housing capacity that
ensure this theme can be accomplished.
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“Clustered in discrete locations”
Hypothetical: Willamette Street & 27th Ave.
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Opportunity Siting
 Adopted by City Council as the primary strategy for mixed-use development in

established areas.
An “opportunity site” is a particular parcel (one or more tax lots) that has the
potential for medium- or high-density residential development in a way that
protects the health and stability of established neighborhood(s) near the site.
 Enhance the health and

stability of existing neighborhoods

 Promote compact and
livable residential development

 Provide a variety of housing types

 Establish residential populations
that support neighborhood-scale,
mixed-use development
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Opportunity Siting (simplified)

Potential
Site

Site Selection & Project Approval
Processes

Site
Selection
Criteria

Proposed
Project

Project
Approval
Criteria

Approved
Project

Incentives
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JWN: Jefferson-Westside Special Area
Zone and Potential Opportunity Sites
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Hypothetical Example of Opportunity Site
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A parting thought ...
“All neighborhoods change over time.
Older houses will be updated and new ones
constructed. The new is never exactly the
same as the old; nevertheless, the patterns
that make these older neighborhoods
unique can be sustained.

As a matter of civic responsibility, the city
and its citizens should recognize these
neighborhoods as cultural and physical
artifacts and promote the understanding
and  preservation of them.”

– From a project team reportCopyright © 2016 Paul Conte, All Rights Reserved



Trust the Neighbors
An Introduction to Community-Based Planning
Presented by Paul Conte
TrustTheNeighbors.org
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Some “real world” examples

 JWN “Plan Jam 1” (Powerpoint)
 Documenting “neighborhood character” (PDF)
 Documenting “negative impacts” (PDF)
 JWN “Plan Jam 2” (Powerpoint)
 Informative maps (PDF)
 Guide to S-JW Code (PDF)
 Making the case for S-JW to the Planning Commission (Powerpoint)
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